
LET us  raise  all the .barriers .we can  against 
unskilled labour.” W e  resent it  in  the  ranks 

of the medical  and the  Nursing,  or  any  other 
profession. Then  do  not ‘let u s  suppose that 
untrained faculties  and untrained  hands  are good 
enough for the home  and the responsibilities of 
a  family. 

W o l l r m  so frequently use the  argument  that 
,there is no career  in  marriage, and  that  therefore 
it is not  worth  the  trouble of a special training 
and fitness. I t  is so common  to  hear  the dis- 
dainful expression of being “only a  house- 
keeper ” applied to a woman who has  no  work 
outside  her  home. 

WHILE writing  the above, I have before me the 
prospectus of a new society for promoting  the 
use of creches  for the children of the professional 
and better-class mothers  who wish to follow out 
some  public work. This prospectus  gravely  sets 
forth,  with unconscious irony,  the fact that 
women who wish to  distinguish  themselves in 
public work, have no  time  to devote to  their 
young  children,  and  the new Society proposes to 
‘come to  the relief of mothers  and  children  by 
establishing creches or  boarding-out  establish- 
ments,  where the  little ones ,can be kept  and 
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cared for. Trained  Nurses  and Nurse,ry  Gover- 
nesses are  to  supply  the  mother’s place, and i t  is 
suggested that  the  parents can visit their  children 
at stated  intervals to  perscnally  inspect their 
growth  and development. The  promoters of 
the scheme seem to anticipate  a  great success for 
the new undertaking, as meeting  a “general 
want.” Heaven send that  the “ Trained Nurses. 
and Nursery Govercesses ” map  have  some  mater- 
nal love  in their  hearts for the neglected children 
of these unnatural  mothers ! 

I LATELY came across a  curious  epitaph  in a. 
country  churchyard. It ran  thus :- 
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6‘ Do not weep for me, mother dear, 
Nor father  nor mother shed a tear, 
My sufferings were so severe, 
I’m sure you could not wish me here.” 

In  spite of the bad metre  it  struck me  as rather 
pathetic. The poor woman was only twenty- 
nine  at  the  time of her  death;  and  it was so 
evidently of her own composition, that  one could 
not  help  thinking of the  many sleepless nights 
and  painful  hours  during which  she  had  felt 
some  pride  and  comfort in  putting  her simple: 
statement of fact into verse. 

I CAN vouch for a  retnarkable  recovery  from 
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” Your  Cuca  Cocoa is, in my  opinion, a most invaluable beverage. 
It is a nerve,  hlood,  and  muscle  tnnic of high value. I t  possesses 
remarkable  restorative  properties, as I can testify to from  personal 
experrence. It is  a useful ‘Pick U p ’  after illness. I t s  stimulating 
and  nourishing  properties  render it extremely serviceable  in the lying- 
in  room,  and I can strongly recommend its daily use to nursing 
mothers as a splendid milk-producer. It forms a capital diet for 

put upon the market. 
weakly  children.  In  brief, it is the best  preparation  of  Cocoa’ yet 

“Yours faithfully-, M.R.C.P.E., &C.” 

“THE LANCET,”  Oct. Srd, 1891. 

tion  there are  contained  two  substances  of very defi- 
“This  is an excellent Cocoa. In  this  novel prepara- 

,nit& therapeutical  value-a renowned  restorative and a 
powerful otimulant and tonic.” 
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ROOT & CO,, LIMITED, 
88, Qreat Ruasell  Street,  Lcndor, W.C. 

CHOCOLATE, In Boxes, Bd. and 11. Stores, Chemists;and Grocers. 
COCOP, in ?ins: alh., l/-.; &lb., 1/11 : llb., 3 9. 

Samples free to Doctors and Nurses on application. 

CASH’S 

BRIG FRBLLlNG8 

For  Trimming Ladies’ & Children’s  Underclothing 
and  Children’s  and  Infants’  Washing  Dresses,, 
also  for  Trimming  Pillow Cases,  Sheets,  and 
American  Spreads. 
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